
arcenciel is present in 13 centers across Lebanon, 
Greater Beirut, Beqaa, Mont-Lebanon, North and 
South Lebanon.

France and in the USA.

aec team welcomes people with social difficulties.
(such as ex-drug addicts, ex-prisoners or abused women),  

which aligns with arcenciel’s vision:

‘people in need serving people in need’

network of youth 
volunteers. 

THE PROGRAMS

arcenciel USA, a branch of 
arcenciel, promotes Lebanon’s 
cause abroad, and allows those 
interested to weigh in on 
in-country decisions.

arcencielUSA@arcenciel.org

Promotes a culture of peace 
while protecting Lebanese 
heritage and the country's 
natural resources.

Helps at risk youth develop 
their emotional, social and 
psychological capacities.

Participates in the social 
reintegration of people in need, 
focusing on people living with 
disabilities.

THE CENTERS

Jisr el Bacha-HQ

Halba

Sad el Baouchriyé

Corniche el Nahr

Jisr el Wati

Baabda

Damour

Saida

Zahlé

Taanayel

Domaine de Taanayel

Zalka

Clemenceau

NUMBERS

CHARTS

PROJECTS

7.570

Mobility & Health

EDUCATION & EMPLOYMENT

Health services (therapy sessions, 

(1.200

Laptops distributed for students 
to complete their online learning 

Tablets for elementary school 
children to catch up on their 
online courses

were distributed thanks to 
projects with Google, Piaget, 

rooms in 10 schools  

39.357

4.500

24.677

300

devices

6.328

Technical devices distributed
products”

8.836 6.172840.245

1494

350 200 854

288 career coaching sessions

14 

well-known companies

assessment

24

46 68

Oxygen respirators provided during 
the Covid 19 pandemic-

MOBILITY & HEALTH

MOBILITY & HEALTH

responsibly draw upon natural 

SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE 
& ENVIRONMENT

EDUCATION 
& EMPLOYMENT

RESPONSIBLE TOURISM 
& CULTURE

their struggle to integrate society 
and personally develop within it.

SOCIAL SUPPORT
& HOUSING

ARK| Self-advocacy and Economic independence among People with 
 | $25,000

[Jan2020 - Jun2021] This project aims at enhancing the overall social 

sessions on inclusion for companies, and training on self-advocacy and 
life skills.

Bank to School | Provision of school fees to vulnerable students | 
305,000$ 
[Annual campaign from 2020] The Bank to School program started in 

donors contribute yearly to this mission.

 Consortium with Live Love Beirut and DPNA | 
 | 

$211,792.00 

owners, and increased purchasing power for vulnerable individuals, 

GIZ| 
by the Beirut Blast and reviving local businesses | $330,501 
[Aug2021-Jun2022] Strengthening 50 youth with disability in 

culture.

Olayan| | $175,000 

Piaget | 
| $132,000 

UNFPA| | $19,815.27 

Donor | Partner |  | Total budget

Agence Française de Développement (AFD) | développment 
stratégique arcenciel | $1,500,000.00

Comunidad de Madrid| | Beirut Emergency - Reducing the 
 | 

106.753€ 

Diakonia |  
| $254,837 

center and a mobile unit in Clemenceau, Beirut. The project will 

ENJIM |  | $30,000
[Mar2021 - Jul2021]

Generalitat Valenciana |  | Reducing the vulnerability of the host 

 | $61,926 

IMPACT Lebanon | 
 | $280,000 

people with technical devices.

IMPACT Lebanon| 
 |$110,282.00

 Wise | 

during the current economic crises |$300,000€ 
[May2020-Apr2023] Through this project arcenciel will cover and 
provide people with the most basic health services needed to improve 

LIFE | Beirut Emergency Response | $102,000

 Social Pharmacy Support - Aiding in the purchase 
 | $40,000 

[Mar2021 -  Jul2021]

UNICEF | 
 | 

$170,295.43

UNHCR| Caritas | 
 | $60.000 

Beirut and Mount Lebanon with the aim of enhancing their living 

 Social Pharmacy Support - Aiding in the purchase of 
 | $60,460

WHO |  | 
$30,000
[Mar2021 - Jul2021]

Agence Française de Développement | 
Project | 810,000€

CEI |  |Rural development of small farmers in the Bekaa | 
310,576€ 

Bekaa through training and service provision at the Domaine of 
Taanayel; Capacity building of the employees at the Domaine of 

farmers training.  

ENI| COSPE | 
reducing waste to boost economies| 819,540€ 
[Sep2019 - Sep 2022] Copes with environmental, economic and social 
problems of organic waste mismanagement in three Mediterranean 

EU|  | 
 | 166,099€

Fundacion Global Ave Fenix | 
Project | 20.000€

Enhanced Environment) Program in Lebanon.

 Fruit Leather Project | $59,959.00 

reduce the food waste and sell healthy and locally produced snacks in 
the Lebanese market.

Municipality of Barcelona | | 
 | $80,405.00 

[Jan2021 – Jan 2022] The project aims at building a sustainable and 

and increase access to healthy food, among minority groups (refugees, 

Municipality of Barcelona |  | 
through a local producers' market in Chyah| 174.800,88€ 

improving the livelihoods of vulnerable local farmers and producers in 
the municipality of Chiyah. The project promotes the socio-economic 
recovery through the establishment of a market place to reinforce the 

resilience.

Novo Nordisk | Beirut Emergency | $80,000 
[Jan2021 – Dec2021] To respond to the disaster and support the 

metal and electric appliances and recycling them into medical 

crank beds).

Région Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes (ARA) | Support for small Lebanese 
farmers and Syrian workers in the central Bekaa | 82.261€

Lebanese farmers and Syrian agricultural workers in the central Bekaa 
through capacity building and improved market access.

UNICEF | Strengthening Supply Chain in Waste Management | 
$1,259.492 
[Feb 2020 - Dec 2021] Strengthening the waste management of 

 

SUSTAINABLE 
AGRICULTURE 
& ENVIRONMENT

YOUTH SUPPORT

MOBILITY & HEALTH:

BPRM| Near East Foundation | 
Refugees and the Host community in Lebanon |232,578€
[Jan2020 - Sep2021] Reduce vulnerability of Syrian refugees and 
vulnerable Lebanese in the areas of Taanayel, Halba and Beirut 

support, and various business skills.

 
houses in Beirut |$157,195.35

with a hands-on approach to preserve architectural heritage elements, 

  |$25,000 
[Mar 2021 – Apr2021] The funds are allocated to repair damages 

ECHO |  | Area-based response to the emergency Shelter and 
 | 1,221,000€

ELMA | Provide psychological and material support for 350 women 
migrant workers and their children |$80,000.00

blast and refurbishment for 20 households| 100,000€

damaged in the blast in the same neighborhoods were also 
refurbished.

Juniclair | Wise |Capacity building and empowerment of vulnerable 
Lebanese women and Syrian refugees | 303,042€ 

among micro-entrepreneurs.

HELP - Hilfe zur Selbsthilfe | 
Beirut Blast 
| $462,666

blast.

Kulluna LiBeirut (Telethon) | Furniture refurbishment and Glass 
recycling | $65,000

 Strengthening the socio-economic 

 | 
$21,975
[Jan 2020 – Apr2021] 

SOCIAL ACTION, HOUSING 
& CULTURE HERITAGE

2021 IMPACT REPORT

arcenciel-france, a branch of 
arcenciel, creates links between 
the orient and the occident and 

 

arcencielfrance@arcenciel.org

22 103 
psychological support sessions

854

INTERNAL NUMBERS

601 50% 50%

+20

of which 

are people with 
209

34%

WHICH FIELDS WE OPERATED IN

Responsible Tourism
& Cultural Heritage

5%

Mobility
& Health 

23%

Youth 
& Employment

11%

Sustainable Agriculture 
& Environment 

29%

Social
& Housing

31%

HOW WE WERE FUNDED

Sales Generated 
Revenues

36%

Private Donations
12% Project Donations

52%

WHERE WE OPERATED

South 

North

Bekaa 

Beirut 
& Mount Lebanon 

7%

23%

9%

60%

WHAT WERE THE SOURCES 
OF OUR GRANTS

13%
Private Foundations 

22%
UN Agencies

33%
International 
Government
Agencies

32%
International 
Non-Government 
Agencies

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7_o66004T8A


Hind Abbas, is a 42 year-old Lebanese woman, mother of  

moral push to become a leader in my business.

Hind Abbas project Juniclair

PERSONAL TESTIMONIALS

El Manchara arcenciel

Nezha is a Syrian woman, living in a refugee camp in central 
Bekaa. Mother of 6

for the whole camp, in a room inside the tent in which she 

Nezha Al Basra project Juniclair 

Wael Al-Lahham, Syrian used to own a shoe manufacturing 
and repair shop in Syria that he had to abandon in  due 

Wael Al-Lahham NEF Siraj center project

EVENTS

CHRISTMAS MARKET 
(BEIRUT SOUKS, CITYMALL…)
arcenciel christmas market took place  throughout seven days, 

and other Lebanese small businesses. Cirquenciel, arcenciel’s 
social circus, talented performers and many amazing bands 
were there too to entertain people throughout the Christmas 

during the current social problems faced by the country.

BROCANTE FAIRS 
(KAFAAT, IRAP, BATROUN…)

MUSIC CONCERT 
IN CLEMENCEAU CENTER

CIRQUENCIEL SHOWS 
IN NUMEROUS SETTINGS

public skateparks in Lebanon, which will support the sport’s 
growing popularity in Beirut. arcenciel have also partnered 

refugee camp.

SKATE PARK LAUNCHING 
IN HORSH BEIRUT 

THE 2021 ARAK FESTIVAL 

COVID-19 WASTE MANAGEMENT

2003

waste. 

%80 of the health care 
waste generated in Lebanon.

which  waste from 332 clients all 
over Lebanon, including the Red Cross centers. 

and arcenciel’s 5

 and vaccine 

Health. 

; arcenciel has opened 4
of sales (Le Mall Dbayeh, and arcenciel centers in Clemenceau, 

of producers in the network.

producers from the Bekaa region and elsewhere by bridging 
the gap that separates them from consumers. 

capacity building, we aim to improve the quality and reduce 
the cost of sustainable agriculture for all the value change. 

HEALTH

supplies in the country, accompanied by an unprecedented 

4500 %70

YOUTH

More than a hundred young people youth between 24-  

tailor made toolkits developed by youth leaders, to support 

SCOUTS FROM FRANCE

workings of a social enterprise, giving them the opportunity to 

During  summer, 30 scouts from Scouts et Guides de 
France were hosted during July and August 

carpentry workshops and cafeteria.

BEIRUT BLAST

Following the August 4
response for the glass waste was funded by AFD to reduce the 
amount of broken glass going into the surrounding dumpsites, 
which were already above capacity.

to process the  tons of glass that were collected from all 

spectrum of arcenciel, and will pave the way for a new 

country.

-

Highlights

BEIT EL MOUZAREH EXPANSION

-




